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Pragmatism, Seminoles, and Science:
Opposition to Progressive Everglades Drainage
by Chris Wilhelm

relationships with the Everglades. Most Floridians in the

Floridians
havecentury
always
complex,
and dynamic
late nineteenth
and earlyhad
twentieth
century saw contentious,
the
Everglades as a wasteland and supported draining useless swamp in
order to facilitate economic progress. The publication of Marjory
Stoneman Douglas' The Everglades: River of Grass (1947) and the

advent of modern environmentalism encouraged Floridians to
reconsider the identity and value of the Everglades, seeing it as
a 'river of grass' that needed protection and restoration. These
two views, however, only scratch the surface of the multiplicity of

ways Floridians have perceived and interacted with the Everglades.
Even before the publication of Douglas' seminal book, Floridians
expressed a wide range of opinions on the value of the Everglades
and the efficacy of drainage. Neither modern environmentalism,

nor the ideals of the Progressive Era conservation movement
neatly encompass the variety of perceptions Floridians had of the
Everglades. Just as the Everglades is made up of a multiplicity

of landscapes and ecosystems, Floridians have perceived and
interpreted the Everglades in many different ways.1
Chris Wilhelm is an adjunct professor at Tallahassee Community College and

Florida State University. He received his PhD from Florida State in 2010 and his
dissertation examined the creation of Everglades National Park.
1. Maijory Stoneman Douglas, The Everglades: River of Grass (Sarasota FL: Pineapple

Press, 1947). For information on perceptions of the Everglades see: Nelson

Blake, Land Into Water/Water Into Land: A History of Water Management in Florida

(Tallahassee: University Press of Florida, 1980); David McCally, The Everglades:
An Environmental History (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1999);

[426]
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These diverse perspectives can be seen in a variety of formats.
Early twentieth-century juvenile literature about the Everglades,
the fight for Everglades National Park, and as this article examines,

opposition to the drainage of the Everglades, represent some of

these perspectives.2 Opposition to drainage came from three
main sources: progressive conservationists, Seminole activists,
and members of the scientific community. In the course of their
attacks on drainage, these cridcs crafted three different identities

for the Everglades. Understanding these past perceptions of
the Everglades can help to inform present-day concerns about
restoration, and provide nuance and complexity to present views
of the Everglades.
Frank Stoneman, Maijory Stoneman Douglas' father and editor
of a Miami newspaper, criticized drainage for not measuring up to
the progressive ideals of efficiency, democracy, and pragmatism,
illustrating that even within the conservation movement, attitudes
towards drainage differed. Stoneman's view of the Everglades was
almost identical to that of Progressive reformers who advocated
for drainage. Both were products of the Progressive Era's belief in
science, efficiency, and expertise. Progressives like Stoneman and

drainage advocates like Florida Governor Napoleon Bonaparte
Broward saw the Everglades, and all of nature by extension, as
something that humans could control and improve. Stoneman and
drainage proponents both saw the Everglades as a wasteland that
could be utilized more efficiently by humans; however, implicit in
Stoneman's views was an Everglades that was too big and too large
to be efficiently and easily altered by human activity.
Michael Grunwald, The Swamp: The Everglades, Florida, and the Politics of Paradise

(New York: Simon & Schuster Paperbooks, 2006); and Jack Davis, An Everglades
Providence: Marjory Stoneman Douglas and the Environmental Century (Athens:
University of Georgia Press, 2009).
Early 20th century juvenile literature on the Everglades includes: Captain Fred
Whittaker, Alligator Ike: or, The Secret of the Everglade: A Tale of the Outlaws of the

Okeechobee (New York: Beadle & Adams, 1883); F. A. Ober, The Knockabout

Club in the Everglades: the Adventures of the Club in Exploring Lake Okechobee (sic)

(Boston: Esters, 1887); Kirk Munroe, Canoemates: A Story of the Florida Reef and
Everglades (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1893); St. George Rathbone, The Boy
Cruisers: or, Paddling in Florida (New York: Burt, 1893); A. W. Dimock, Dick in
the Everglades (New York: Fredrick A. Stokes Company, 1909); and Rev. Henry
S. Spalding S.J., Held in the Everglades (New York: Benzinger Brothers, 1919).
For information on the creation of Everglades National Park see: Grunwald,
The Swamp, 206-215; Davis, An Everglades Providence, 327-343,366-394; and Chris

Wilhelm, "Prophet of the Glades: Ernest Coe and the Fight for Everglades
National Park," (Ph.D. Diss., Florida State University, 2010).
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Minnie Moore-Willson, a Seminole rights activist and author,
fought against drainage because she believed it would facilitate
the further destruction of the Seminoles traditional culture and

lifestyles.3 This attitude was an anomaly within the Progressive Era.

During a period when most supported the assimilation of Native
Americans, Moore-Willson advocated for the protection of native
culture. Moore-Willson connected the culture of the Seminoles

to their relationships with the Everglades and feared that further

white settlement of the Glades would lead to the destruction of

the Seminoles. She saw the Everglades as the natural home of the
Seminole Indians, an unchanging and static landscape that only

Seminoles could understand and live in. She saw the Seminoles

as a part of nature and argued that if left alone they would live in
harmony with the Everglades.

John Kunkel Small, a New York botanist, and other local
scientists and naturalists criticized drainage as well. Their
quiet criticisms, often buried in books about the nature of the
Everglades, demonstrated that drainage was destroying the area's

flora and fauna.4 These scientists argued that the Everglades'
biological and botanical contents had scientific and inherent value
and needed to be protected. Small's studies of the Everglades
were an important predecessor to later ecological studies of the
Everglades' biota. His criticisms of drainage likewise foreshadow
those of later environmentalists who fought to protect and restore
the Everglades, yet it is worth noting that Small was not an ecologist

and did not write about the relationships between the drainage

of the upper Glades and conditions in the lower Glades. Small
saw the Everglades in terms of its biological diversity and scientific

significance. To Small the Everglades was a repository of unique
biological specimens to be cataloged and researched.
Opposition to drainage represented a minority view as Progressive
conservationists were generally supportive of this venture. Although
preservationists like John Muir argued that representative sections of

3. Moore-Willson's most notable publication was Minnie Moore-Willson, The
Seminoles of Florida (New York, 1896). The book was published multiple times

after 1896.

4. John Kunkel Small, From Eden to Sahara (Lancaster, PA: The Science Press
Printing Company, 1929); Charles Torrey Simpson, In Lower Florida Wilds: A
Naturalist's Observations on the Life, Physical Geography and Geology of the More

Tropical Part of the State (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1920); Harold Bailey,
The Birds of Florida (Baltimore: William and Wilkins, 1925).
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important and aesthetically significant areas, like the Yosemite Valley

needed to be protected from any type of commercial exploitation
other conservationists, such as GifFord Pinchot, viewed this issue

through a more pragmatic lens. Pinchot, the first chief of the U.S
Forest Service and a close advisor to President Theodore Roosevelt,

justified the exploitation of natural resources as an essential part
of American capitalism. However, he argued that this exploitation
needed to be limited, efficient, and pragmatic. Essentially, Pinchot
argued for the efficient use of resources as determined by experts.
The Progressive conservation movement was an attempt to apply the
values of efficiency, professionalism, and pragmatism to the natural
world.5

The drainage of the Everglades was a quintessential Progressive

Era conservationist project. Drainage advocates like Governor
Broward argued that the resources of the Everglades could be
used more efficiently. Specifically, he wanted to drain the Glades
and use the reclaimed land for agriculture. He advocated for the
construction of canals in the Everglades and ran for Governor
in 1904 on the platform 'water will run downhill!' According to
Broward, land exposed by drainage would be sold to small farmers

who would create a Jeffersonian agrarian Utopia. However,
Broward's vision of an agricultural empire arising from the swampy

Everglades was never wholly accomplished and drainage was never
fully successful in accomplishing its goals.6
5. On definitions of Progressivism see Robert Wiebe, The Search for Order: 1870
1920 (New York: Hill and Wang, 1968); Richard Hofstadter, The Age of Reform:
From Bryan to F.D.R. (New York: Knopf, 1955); James Weinstein, The Corporate
Ideal in the Liberal State, 1900-1918 (Boston: Beacon, 1968); Gabriel Kolko,
The Triumph of Conservatism: A Reinterpretation of American History, 1900-1916

(New York: Free Press, 1963); and Richard L. McCormick, "The Discovery

that Business Corrupts Politics: A Reappraisal of the Origins of Progressivism,"
American Historical Review, Vol. 86, No. 2 (April, 1981), 247-274. On Progressive
Era conservation and the Hetch Hetchy debate see: Samuel P. Hays, Conservation
and the Gospel of Efficiency: The Progressive Conservation Movement, 1890-1920
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1959); Char Miller, Gifford Pinchot and
the Making of Modern Environmentalism (Washington D.C.: Island Press, 2001);
Robert Righter, The Battle over Hetch Hetchy: America's Most Controversial Dam and
the Birth of Modern Environmentalism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005);

Donald Worster, A Passion for Nature: The Life of fohn Muir (New York: Oxford

University Press, 1988); Stephan Fox, The American Conservation Movement:
John Muir and His Legacy (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1981) and
Roderick Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind (New Haven, Conn.: Yale
University Press, 1967).

6. Samuel Proctor, Napoleon Bonaparte Broward: Florida's Fighting Democrat
(Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1950), 240-260.
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Everglades drainage has a long and complicated history. Many
attempts were made to drain the Everglades, but ultimately all
of them failed. These efforts did, however, succeed in radically
altering the ecosystems of the area. The first attempt to drain these

wetlands and convert the swamp to farmland was initiated in 1881
by land speculator Hamilton Disston. This unsuccessful effort had
been abandoned by 1893. Governor Broward restarted drainage
efforts in 1904, but his attempts were plagued by scandals involving

land companies, engineers, and government officials. By 1912 the

project was being reconsidered. The incoming governor, Park
Trammell, restarted drainage under a new set of plans in 1913.
This drainage effort, which was more meticulously and realistically
planned than the previous two attempts, also failed to accomplish
its stated goals and was ended by 1927.7

Attempts to drain the Everglades were not pursued again
after this date, although the belief that humans could control the
Everglades' water persisted. After two disastrous hurricanes in

1926 and 1928 destroyed much of the agriculture around Lake
Okeechobee, the state of Florida induced the federal government
to take an active role in controlling the Everglades' water. Between
1929 and 1948, the Army Corps of Engineers implemented the first

flood control plans in the Everglades. The goal was not to drain
the Everglades to create farmland, but rather to control water in
the Everglades to prevent flooding in the existing agricultural and
urban areas in South Florida. After 1948 these efforts continued

in a much expanded form as Florida and the Corps successfully
implemented a comprehensive system of water control in southern

Florida.8

Although drainage had failed, all of these efforts to control the

Everglades' water, both before and after 1929, significantly altered
the landscapes and ecosystems of the region. Efforts to undo these
actions and restore the Everglades' natural flow of water have been

slowly ongoing since the 1990s. The Comprehensive Everglades

7. Accounts of drainage include: McCally, 89-136; Jeffrey Glenn Strickland, "The
Origins of Everglades Drainage in the Progressive Era: Local State and Federal
Cooperation and Conflict." M.A. Thesis, Florida Atlantic University, 1999;
Blake, Land into Water/Water into Land.

8. McCally, 138-153.
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Restoration Plan (CERP) aims to increase the amount of water that

flows to the historic Everglades, as well as to improve water quality in
the Everglades, but CERP also prioritizes the water needs of Florida's

agricultural industry and urban South Florida. Additionally, CERP
has not been fully funded and much of this restoration has been
delayed. As a consequence, much of the promised restoration of
the Everglades has not yet been undertaken.9

While drainage was a Progressive Era attempt to more
scientifically and efficiently use natural resources, the recen
efforts to restore the Everglades are wholly consistent with th

tenets of modern environmentalism. Since at least 1947, when

Marjory Stoneman Douglas published The Everglades: River of Grass,

Floridians have been willing to consider the natural rights of the

Everglades, and have possessed a greater understanding of the
importance of water to these ecosystems. Historians' understanding
of the Everglades frequendy revolves around these two poles of the
Everglades as a wasteland or as a 'river of grass,' or more broadly
speaking, as a Progressive Era perception of the Glades versus a
ecological understanding of the area.

However, this dichotomy oversimplifies the matter and
ignores the diverse ways Floridians have viewed the Everglades.
Just as David McCally has called for discarding the 'river of grass'
metaphor in favor of a more nuanced and complicated identity

for the Everglades, historians need to explore the nuance and
complexity of the different identities Floridians have assigned to
the Everglades throughout history.10 Opposition to Everglades
drainage has not yet been explored by historians in detail, yet the
arguments made by Frank Stoneman, Minnie Moore-Willson, and

9. Steven M. Davis and John C. Ogden, Everglades: The Ecosystem and its Restoration
(Delray Beach, FL: St. Lucie Press, 1994), especially 3-8, 47-84, 741-797; William
R. Lowry, Repairing Paradise: The Restoration of Nature in America's National Parks

(Washington DC: Brookings Institution Press, 2009), 107-156; Alice L. Clarke
and George H. Dalrymple, "$7.8 Billion for Everglades Restoration: Why Do
Environmentalists Look so Worried?" Population and Environment, 24, no. 6,
Restoring the Florida Everglades: Balancing Population and Environment (July

2003): 541-569; and George A. Gonzalez, "The Comprehensive Everglades

Restoration Plan: Environmental or Economic Sustainability?" Polity, 37, no. 4
(October 2005), 466-490.

10. McCally, 179-81.
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John Kunkel Small concerning drainage illustrate the diversity of
attitudes towards the Everglades.11

Frank Stoneman played a pivotal role in the early history of
the preservation of the Everglades. As editor of the newspaper that
would eventually become The Miami Herald, he criticized attempts
to drain the Everglades as early as 1906, and in the 1930s vigorously

supported the creation of Everglades National Park. Initially
Stoneman was enthusiastic about Governor Broward's drainage
plans when they were first announced, but he soon became
disillusioned with both drainage and the Broward administration.
Although others have examined Stoneman's critique of Everglades
drainage, none have done so within the context of other drainage

opponents. When seen within the context of Minnie Moore

Willson's and John Kunkel Small's criticisms, Stoneman's attitude
towards this venture appears more consistent with Progressive

Era attitudes towards nature. His critiques, situated within
the conservationist perspective illustrate the flexibility and
conditionality of values like pragmatism, efficiency, and a belief in

expertise—the same values that Governor Broward used to justify
drainage.12

Stoneman opposed Broward's plans for drainage because he
thought they were impractical and inefficient. He argued that
they were too costly and overly optimistic, and thought Broward's

drainage efforts were poorly planned or not planned at all.
Although Broward repeatedly stated that drainage would keep
the Everglades out of the hands of large corporations, Stoneman
pointed out that drainage was actually benefiting these very
companies. Stoneman was not opposed to drainage in principle,
but rather thought the issue needed to be studied further and then
executed more intelligently and efficiently.

Stoneman's critique of drainage was consistent with the
values of the Progressive Era. Based on his observations of local
11. Works that discuss opposition to Everglades drainage largely focus on
opposition from railroad companies and other large corporations that owned
large sections of land in the Everglades. Governor Broward's drainage plans
necessitated new taxes on Everglades land, which these companies did not
want to pay. Works that discuss this aspect of opposition include McCally, 91
93, and Proctor, 241-242.
12. For other accounts of Stoneman's opposition to drainage see Christopher F.
Meindl, "Frank Stoneman and the Florida Everglades During the Early 20"'
Century," The Florida Geographer, 29 (1998): 44-54; Davis, 116-118,122-124, 143
4,148-149,151.
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conditions, Stoneman saw that drainage was not living up to
these ideals and argued that the project was being conducted
inefficiently, unscientifically, and in an impractical manner

Although Stoneman and Broward clashed frequently on this issue
their underlying perspectives of the Everglades were similar and
consistent with Progressive Era perceptions of the natural world.
They both thought that the Everglades did not need to be preserved

or protected, but rather needed to be efficiendy exploited for the

benefit of humans. Stoneman and Broward both believed that

humans could improve nature, they only differed on the specifics
of how to best accomplish these goals. Stoneman thought draining
the Everglades would be difficult and complicated, while Broward
thought it would be easy and simple. Stoneman saw the Everglades
as too massive a landscape to be easily altered and controlled.

To Frank Stoneman, drainage had simply not worked. In
his editorials, Stoneman repeatedly pointed out the failures of
Broward's drainage plans. In October of 1908, South Florida was
subjected to heavy rains that, according to Stoneman, provided
"an excellent opportunity to observe the results of the drainage

operations." As a result of these rains, he reported that "not
only are the State's drainage canals swollen, but they are out of
their banks, the water being from two to three feet over them
forming one great expanse of inundation... It is water, water, water

everywhere." After three years of operations, the state had failed
to move water quickly and efficiently out of the Everglades, and the

problem of overflowing canals persisted for months. In December
1908 Stoneman noted that although there had been "almost, if not
quite three years of constant work" on the drainage effort, "all the

small rivers and creeks from the Hillsborough, south, are at the
present moment running almost bank full."13

Stoneman argued that drainage was a complicated problem
that needed to be further studied by scientists, engineers, and
other experts. He noted that "no scientific investigation had ever
been made of the Everglades." All that existed on the topic in 1908
was Broward's own campaign literature which "could not be said to
give exact and accurate information on the subject." According to
Frank Stoneman, untitled editorial, Miami Morning News-Record (MMNR),

October 7, 1908; Stoneman, "State's Drainage Canals Cannot Carry Off

Water," MMNR, October 8, 1908; Stoneman, "What Has Been Accomplished,"
MMNR, December 6, 1908.
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Stoneman, this campaign material was the source of "all statements
that now find their way into print" pertaining to drainage. He called

this material "musty," and "long out of date," and compared it to
"an ancient map." Since drainage had been initiated by Broward

in 1904, Stoneman observed "nothing new has been learned of
the Everglades; no investigations have been made to establish the
value of the soils; no surveys made to ascertain if the scheme is
practicable—nothing."14

Stoneman assailed Broward's lack of planning and study
concerning the issue. In an editorial entitled "Forethought," he
wrote that "in planning for the state drainage operations it is evident

that the authorities followed strictly the scriptural injunction to
'take no thought for the morrow.'" Elsewhere Stoneman noted
that the policy of the administration is "to plunge ahead as fast
and as far as time and funds will permit," and that drainage "has
been pushed on through three years of work without any definite

plan or objective point." He argued that Broward's drainage
plan was "started with no definite knowledge, [and] no definite
plans," and that "the drainage operations have been carried on in
a heedless reckless way that is the astonishment and amusement of
the engineering world."15

More study was needed because there were many unknowns

concerning the effects of drainage. According to Stoneman,
"the value of the soil after it is freed from the water" was a "grave

question, still unsettled." In fact, it was even possible that drainage
might harm agriculture in South Florida. Stoneman wrote that
tomato and vegetable farmers along the edge of the Everglades
believed "that they are protected by the waters of the Everglades
and that the continual rise and fall of the waters, varying from times

of drought to times of heavy rainfall, has a good effect on the soil
and that thereby their crops are enlarged." Stoneman compared
the seasonal fluctuations of the Everglades to the flooding of the
Nile. He wrote that every year the lands around the Everglades are
"inundated and the low and flat lands around them are overflowed,
and for weeks thousands of acres of land are under water." These
14. Stoneman, "Discussion Only Begun," MMNR, October 24, 1908; Stoneman,
"They Appeal to Antiquity," MMNR, December 19, 1908; Stoneman, "A Risky
Proposition,"MMMJ, October 16, 1908.

15. Stoneman, "Forethought," MMNR, November 4, 1908; Stoneman, "What is
the Reason," MMNR, November 17, 1908; Stoneman, "A Few Facts," MMNR,
January 2, 1909; Stoneman, "Shifting Plans,"MMNR, January 1, 1909.
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were the lands farmers were most eager to purchase because t

knew "that many of diseases of plants are removed by this overflo

and that the action of the standing water is beneficial to soil
to crops."16

Still, Stoneman was not opposed to drainage in princip
In 1908 he wrote that he had "never opposed drainage of

Everglades, per se," but only pointed out its flaws and "advis

careful investigation." Although he was opposed to "the st

drainage scheme," he was "in favor of experiments being mad

ascertain just what can be accomplished in the way of draining sm

quantities of land and then ascertaining the value of the land
cultivation after it is reclaimed." Like Governor Broward, he sa

the Everglades as a landscape that could be improved by hum
activity. Stoneman, however, wanted drainage to be undertaken
a more systematic and careful manner.17

In various editorials, Stoneman suggested alternative pl
for draining the Everglades. One possible route copied t
drainage methods employed in the Louisiana bayous. He w

that Louisianaians first "experimented with one or two very sm

areas of land. They removed the water by digging sufficient canal

They provided protection against any inflowing of the water
some places they found that the land they had uncovered
rich in fertile quantities and profitable for cultivation. Then t
drained other portions of the state." Louisiana also required "
special course of drainage engineering in its leading universit
so that any drainage to be undertaken must be under scienti
superintendence and management."18

Stoneman also addressed the costs and transparency o

Everglades drainage in his criticism. He noted that the costs
drainage were secret, and wrote that government officials nee
to be honest about how public monies were spent. In an edito
entitled "Open the Books," Stoneman wrote that "no figures of
cost of the drainage have, as yet, been given publicity," and t
"the people should be informed of the cost of the operations
Elsewhere he compared the Broward administration to a sphi

16. Stoneman, "A Risky Proposition," MMNR, October 16, 1908; Stonem

"Opinions of Growers," MMNR, November 6, 1908; Stoneman, "Do They W
It," MMNR, November 25, 1908.

17. Stoneman, "Those Resolutions," MMNR, October 21, 1908; Stoneman, "
Scheme of Schemers," MMNR, October 23, 1908.

18. Stoneman, 'The Folly of the Pelicans," MMNR, October 25, 1908.
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that refused to discuss drainage with the public. In other editorials
with titles such as, "Ignores the People," "The People are Curious,"

and "Keeping the People in Ignorance," Stoneman hammered
Governor Broward for refusing to inform the citizens of Florida
about the costs of drainage.19

Stoneman also criticized Broward's claims that drainage would
keep the Everglades out of the hands of large corporations. He
wrote that "Broward, when running for governor, stated often
and emphatically, that he would never surrender an acre of the
Everglades to the corporations ... yet, every deal, of any importance,

made by the governor for the disposition of the Everglades, has

been made with corporations." He concluded that "under the
governor's present plan no one but corporations will eventually
own and control the Everglades." Stoneman even suggested that
the impetus for these drainage schemes may have come from "the
real estate speculator who is thriving on his commissions from the

sale of lands now under water."20

As historian Jack Davis has noted, Stoneman's criticisms
concerning drainage were eventually shared by the editors of
other Florida newspapers, especially after it became evident that
Broward's wild claims about drainage were not being fulfilled.
However, others like Minnie Moore-Willson criticized drainage
from a radically different perspective that reflected very different
ideas about the identity of the Everglades.21

Moore-Willson was an Anglo-American writer and Seminole
rights activist who was also active in conservation causes and was
a life-long member of the Florida Federation of Women's Clubs
(FFWC). She and her husband, James Willson, were the two most
important Seminole rights activists of the early 20th century. They

were the leading members of the Friends of the Florida Seminoles,
an organization based in Kissimmee that fought to protect and

expand the Seminole's land rights in Florida. Although James
Willson was probably the more effective Seminole advocate,
19. Stoneman, "Open the Books," MMNR, November 7, 1908; Stoneman, "The
Sphinx and the Cuttlefish," MMNR, December 1, 1908; Stoneman, "Ignores
the People," MMNR, December 3, 1908; Stoneman, "The People are Curious,"
MMNR, December 8, 1908; Stoneman, "Keeping the People in Ignorance,"

MMNR, December 20, 1908.
20. Stoneman, "Owners of the Land," MMNR, November 13, 1908; FS, "Who
Wants It?," MMNR, December 16, 1908.
21. Davis, An Everglades Providence, 123-124.
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Minnie Moore-Willson was the better known of the two due to her

prolific writing. Her most famous publication was The Seminoles of
Florida, a book that went through multiple printings throughout
the early 1900s, but Moore-Willson also published in periodicals
such The Red Man, and wrote fiction and local history. The couple
also played a key role in the successful push for a Florida Seminole

Land bill, which eventually deeded 100,000 acres of undrained

land in the southwestern section of Florida to the Seminoles in

1917.22

Minnie Moore-Willson was an acerbic, strident, and passionate

advocate for the Seminoles. Seminole historian Harry Kersey
described her as "usually provocative, often abrasive, but always
interesting," and noted that because of "her outspoken, no-holds
barred push" for Seminole rights, she sometimes attracted enemies,

not only among the members of the state legislature, but also
among the Florida Federation of Women's Clubs. She particularly
came into conflict with May Mann Jennings, the wife of Governor
William Jennings (1901-1905) and the long-time president of the
FFWC, in the course of the fight for the Seminole Land Bill of
1917. Although Kersey explored these conflicts within the context

of Willson's abrasiveness, the central quarrel between these
activists revolved around differing opinions about the future of the

Seminoles and the future of the Everglades. Jennings believed that
the Seminoles should assimilate into American society. Therefore

she wanted the Seminoles to receive drained land that assimilated

Seminoles could use for agriculture. Moore-Willson, however,
opposed assimilation and wanted the Seminoles' traditional
culture and the Everglades preserved. She connected the fate of
the Seminoles to the fate of the Everglades, and saw drainage as a
force that would destroy both, bringing Anglo-American settlers
into the Everglades and destroying the Seminoles' hunting and
trapping grounds.23

Moore-Willson believed that the Everglades was the rightful
home of the Seminoles and that drainage would further encroach

upon their land and culture. Although most Indian activists
during the Progressive Era sought to assimilate Native Americans,

22. Moore-Willson, The Seminoles of Florida (New York, 1896); Harry A Kersey,
Jr, "The 'Friends of the Florida Seminoles' Society: 1899-1926," Tequesta 34
(1974), 5-7, 12-18.
23. Kersey, "The Friends of the Florida Seminoles' Society," 13.
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Moore-Willson wanted to preserve the Seminoles' native ways of
life. She believed that their culture and traditions were rooted in

their relationships with the Everglades and believed that drainage

would destroy their land and pave the way for further white
settlement and Indian removal in Florida. She saw the Everglades
as the rightful home of the Seminoles and her perceptions of the

Everglades and her opposition to drainage were rooted in her
interactions with the Seminoles. In contrast to Frank Stoneman,

who saw these wetlands as a resource to be exploited efficiently,
Moore-Willson perceived the Everglades as an edenic and exotic

landscape where only a people as exotic as the Seminoles could
dwell. To Moore-Willson, nature was an unchanging landscape
that Anglo-Americans destroyed while the Seminoles were noble
savages or "ecological Indians" who lived in harmony with nature
before being corrupted by contact with Euro-Americans.24
In 1913 Moore-Willson wrote in the magazine The Red Man

that although "more than seventy years ago the Government
recognized the Seminoles in a treaty, granting all the vast domain

of the Okuchobee [sic] country to them," drainage and the

encroachment of the white man were destroying their ways of life.

She argued that "to-day dynamite blasts shake the very pans and
ketdes hanging around the wigwams and the big dredges groan an
accompaniment, as it were, to the death song, the recessional of
the Seminole." This article explained how drainage, "encroaching
civilization," "and the Caucasians' eternal 'move on, move on,'"

were destroying the Seminoles and their culture.25
This article assailed the drainage efforts that were "driving these
original owners farther and farther into the wilds of the swamp."26
This assertion that the Seminoles were the "original owners" of the
Everglades was central to Moore-Willson's views of the Everglades.
However, the Seminoles were actually newcomers to the Everglades
and this error was typical of Moore-Willson's poor understanding
of Seminole history.27 To Moore-Willson, the Seminole was "the
24. See Shepard Kresh, The Ecological Indian: Myth and History (New York: W.W.
Norton & Co., 2000) and Michael E. Harkin and Daivd Rich Lewis, eds, Native
Americans and the Environment: Perspectives on the Ecological Indian (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 2007).
25. Moore-Willson, "The Seminoles of Florida," The Red Man, 7 (October 1913),

80, 82.
26. Ibid., 81-82.

27. Kersey wrote that Moore-Willson's The Seminoles of Florida was "poorly written,

undocumented, maudlin creampuff, and almost totally unreliable for its
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true key bearer [of the Everglades] and knows every foot of this

interminable morass." The drainage plans undertaken in the
1910s and '20s "forgot to regard her silent, peaceable dwellers,
who are the only Americans who could live happily and successfully

amid these morasses and game-laden forests."28
In a 1915 article entitled, "The Florida Seminoles and Their

Rights in the Everglades," Moore-Willson connected the need
for a Seminole land bill and the continued absence of any state
protection for the Seminoles to the greed of speculators and the
drainage of the Everglades. Moore-Willson was not concerned,
as Frank Stoneman was, with the practicality or cost of Everglades
drainage. In fact, she was dismissive of the particulars of drainage,
and instead emphasized that drainage was destroying Seminole
culture. She wrote:

it is not a question of whether the 'Glades can be successfully

drained. It is not a question of subterranean lakes that
would require the locks and gates of Pluto's region to cut
the water off. It is not a question of $23,000,000 to complete

the drainage. It is not a question of whether bonds can
be sold or not, nor of the enormous 'DRAINAGE TAX'

that may continue for half a century, nor of U.S. Court
indictments and all the propaganda that combine to make
the Everglade problem a staggering one.29

This denunciation of drainage pointed out all the failures,
costs, and difficulties of drainage, reminding readers of Stoneman's
criticisms of this venture, but at the same time deemphasized these

concerns as secondary to the effect drainage had on the Seminoles.
To Moore-Willson drainage was simply "a crime against an innocent
people that is robbing the Everglade country of a success and a
triumph."30 Moore-Willson wrote an entire article about this issue
entitled "Why Drain the Everglades?: A Travesty on the Great Seal

ethnohistorical content—yet perfectly attuned to the national sentiment for
reform of federal Indian policies at the end of the nineteenth century. It
thus became a best seller that went through several printings." Kersey, "The
'Friends of the Florida Seminoles,'" 13.
28. Moore-Willson, "The Seminoles of Florida," 81-82.
29. Moore-Willson, "The Florida Seminoles and Their Rights in the Everglades," 4,
Minnie Moore-Willson Papers (MMWP), University of Miami, Richter Library,
Florida Collection.

30. Ibid.
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of Florida." Here Moore-Willson again reviewed the failures of
drainage. She discussed the deviousness of land speculators who
sold flooded lands by the acre and the difficulties that further
drainage would present, concluding that "there seems no really
good reason at present for drainage of the Everglades." She argued
that instead of draining the Everglades, these wetlands should be
held by the government, "forever for the native red people, for her

wild animal life and as a winter home for the migratory birds of
the North American Continent." By connecting the plight of the
Seminoles to the fate of migratory birds, Moore-Willson hoped to
gain the support of other organizations she belonged to, like the
Florida Audubon Society and the Florida Federation of Women's

Clubs.31

One of the attempts to connect the two efforts was an article
entitled "The Birds of the Everglades and Their Neighbors, the
Seminoles." In this work, Moore-Willson contended that before the
advent of white men, Seminoles did not hunt these wading birds,
because "the red man was as much a part of nature as the birds and
animals about him—for each protected the other." Moore-Willson
argued that "the Seminoles in Florida's primeval days conserved
the game by the rigid laws as taught them by their ancestors."32

Although this effort was certainly a wise political strategy, it
had the potential to backfire. Many Seminoles were engaged in
the plume trade and actively hunted these birds. Moore-Willson

opposed drainage to ensure that Seminoles would be able to

continue to hunt on their traditional lands, but these birds were

one of the species they hunted. As Harry Kersey explains in
Pelts, Plumes and Hides, beginning in the late nineteenth century,

Seminoles became more connected to the market economy
through white traders. The plumes of wading birds were among
the items Seminoles traded as they became more engaged in the
market economy.33

31. Moore-Willson, "Why Drain the Everglades?: A Travesty on the Great Seal
of Florida," 4, 6, MMWP; Todd Persons, The First One Hundred Years: Being a
Description of The Origins, History and Prospects of the Florida Audubon Society and its

First Seventy-Five Years (The Florida Audubon Society, 1975).

32. Moore-Willson, "The Birds of the Everglades and Their Neighbors, The
Seminoles," 1920, MWWP.

33. Harry A Kersey, Jr., Pelts, Plumes and Hides: White Traders among the Seminole
Indians, 1870-1930 (Gainesville: The University Presses of Florida, 1975).
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Moore-Willson did not discuss the fact that Seminoles engaged
in this activity and it seems to have been ignored by other group

like the Florida Audubon Society and the FFWC who should

have been aware of the Seminole complicity in the plume bird
destruction. The question also remains unexplored by historians.
For example, neither Harry Kersey nor Leslie Kemp Poole discuss
any vocal opposition to Seminole hunting activities in their work
on the topic.34 Perhaps Florida's Audubon activists, and Moore
Willson herself, believed that if the Seminoles were left alone and

given land they would abandon any modern practices they had
adopted and return to more traditional style of living. Likewise
assimilationists likely believed that if these Seminoles were given
land suitable for agriculture and animal husbandry, they would
abandon these hunting activities.
Moore-Willson's ideas about preservation, nature, and Native
Americans had much in common with those of the 19th century

painter and author George Catlin. Catlin traveled to the Wes
repeatedly to document the traditional cultures of Native Americans

through the medium of painting. Catlin's art also challenged

negative stereotypes of Indians. Through his art and writings,
Catlin expressed his desire for the protection of native culture and

the lands on which natives lived. In fact, Catlin is the first American

to suggest the idea of a national park, although his concept of a
national park included the presence of Native Americans. In his
book Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs, and Condition of the

North American Indians (1841), Catlin advocated for the creation

of "a nation's Park, containing man and beast, in all the wild and
freshness of nature's beauty!"35

Catlin's concept of a park that included the presence of

Native Americans was one that has not been accepted until very

recently. As Mark David Spence shows in Dispossessing the Wilderness

(1999), the creation of national parks always entailed the removal
of Native Americans from these lands. The concept of wilderness

also assumes the absence of any human presence, including
that of Indians. This trend is true for all national parks in the

34. Kersey, Pelts, Plumes and Hides', Leslie Kemp Poole, "The Women of the Early
Florida Audubon Society: Agents of History in the Fight to Save State Birds,"
Florida Historical Quarterly 85, no. 3 (Winter 2007): 297-323.
35. Brian W. Dippie and George Gurney, George Catlin and His Indian Gallery (New
York: W.W. Norton, 2002); George Catlin, Letters and Notes on the Manners,
Custoins, and Conditions of the North American Indians (London 1844), 262.
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United States, with the exception of recently created parks in
Alaska. Spence finds that every important environmental thinker
except for George Catlin, agreed that Indians did not belong in
national parks. Catlin saw parks as legal entities that would not
only protect natural areas, but would also protect native cultures.
Catlin understood nature and wilderness as concepts that included
the presence of Native Americans. Catlin, like Moore-Willson, also
believed that Native Americans were noble savages or "ecological
Indians" who lived harmoniously with nature.36
Catlin urged the federal government to protect Western tribes
and lands, just as Moore-Willson lobbied the state government to
establish a preserve for the Seminoles. As a result of the efforts
of Moore-Wilson and the Florida Federation of Women's Clubs,

the state of Florida created a 100,000-acre reservation in the

lower southwest corner of the Everglades in 1917. However, few
Seminoles ever used this land and even fewer actually lived on
this reservation. By the 1930s, as the push for a national park in
the Everglades grew, the Seminoles persuaded the state of Florida
to trade this reservation for the current Seminole reservations

in Hollywood, Florida. Although Minnie Moore-Willson looked
positively towards the creation of Everglades National Park, she
soon realized that the park would not protect Seminoles, but would
rather exclude them from what she thought were their traditional
hunting grounds. The creation of all national parks, except for
recent parks in Alaska, entailed the removal of Native Americans.
The creation of Everglades National Park was consistent with this
historical trend, and Seminoles were removed and banned from
hunting in the park just after the its creation.37
Minnie Moore-Willson was an active member of the Florida

Federation of Women's Clubs, although she frequently came into
conflict with the club leadership over the issues of Seminole rights
and Everglades drainage. She particularly clashed with May Mann
Jennings, the long-time president of the Florida Federation of
Women's Clubs and the wife of former governor William S.Jennings.

Governor Jennings was almost as ardent a drainage advocate as his
36. Mark David Spence, Dispossessing the Wilderness: Indian Removal and the Making
of the National Parks (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999).

37. On Native Americans in national parks see Spence; Alfred Runte, National
Parks: The American Experience (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1979),
238-240; and Robert H. Keller and Michael F Turek, American Indians &
National Parks (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1998).
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successor, Governor Broward, and according to Linda Vance, May
Mann Jennings' biographer, "May supported her husband's plan
for the Everglades, visualizing a land of milk and honey rising ou
of the swampy vastness of South Florida." Jennings also "promote
the drainage project whenever she could," and, along with her
husband, owned large tracts of lands in the Everglades and share
in several land companies such as the Dade Muck Land Company
and the Artesian Farm Company of Middleburg.38
While Jennings and Moore-Willson worked together to secure
land for the Seminoles in the Everglades, the two had radically
different ideas about what type of land would be most appropriat
for this use. These ideas were connected to their differing views
of the Everglades and their opposing attitudes towards drainage
Jennings supported a policy of Seminole assimilation, consistent

with Progressive Era attitudes towards Native Americans. Sh

wanted the Seminoles to receive drained land from the legislatur

so that they could begin farming and receive a vocational

education consistent with mainstream American cultural and

religious beliefs. Jennings wrote to Moore-Willson that "I do not
approve of asking the Legislature for worthless land," by which she

meant undrained land. Jennings desired "a policy of setting aside a
good piece of land... (and) starting the agricultural and industrial

training." Jennings wanted a Seminole reservation that would
inculcate American values like private property, industry, and
ownership in the Seminoles. To Jennings, draining the Everglades
and establishing a reservation on drained land would facilitate

assimilation.39

Jennings and Moore-Willson also had notably different styles
of political activism. Jennings, who was labeled a "genteel activist"
by her biographer, believed that women could best affect politics

by influencing powerful male polidcians through "family and
friendship connections." Jennings sought a limited public role for
women, while Moore-Willson, through her writings and speeches,

38. Linda D. Vance, May Mann Jennings: Florida's Genteel Activist (Gainesville:
University Presses of Florida, 1985), 39, 51-2.
39. Fredrick Hoxie, A Final Promise: The Campaign to Assimilate the Indians, 1880-1920

(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1984); Russel Lawrence Bush,

"Progressive Era Bureaucrats and the Unity of Twentieth-Century Indian
Policy," in American Indians in American History, 1870-2001, ed. Sterling Evans
(Westport, CT: Praeger, 2002); May Mann Jennings to Moore-Willson, May 12,
1915, MMWP, Richter Library, University of Miami.
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took on a more expansive public and political role. Moore-Willson

did not attempt to influence male politicians through family
connections, but instead tried to influence them directly. While
Jennings was constrained, polite, and patient in her dealings with
Florida politicians (she had close personal relationships with many
of them) Moore-Willson was more active, vocal, and critical to the
legislature. The differences in style also contributed to the conflict
between these two activists.40

Jennings chided Moore-Willson about her tone before the
Florida legislature, writing to her that "as I have mentioned to you
before, antagonism never accomplishes anything." She informed
Moore-Willson that "I could not permit an attack on the officials
to be made in the name of the Federation, and of course if you
still persist in taking that course, you would have to do it as an
individual, and could not use our Federation for that purpose."41

This antagonism also manifested itself within the Florida

Federation of Women's Clubs. In 1915 Moore-Willson was invited

to give a speech to the federation concerning the Seminoles. In

this speech, entitled "The Indians' Rights in the Everglades,"
Moore-Willson repeated her arguments about the Seminoles and
drainage. According to Moore-Willson, the Seminoles were "the
only Americans who have a genuine right to this location and ...
should live happily and successfully amid these morasses and game

laden forests." She appealed to the patriotism of her audience
stating that "to spare these Everglades to the original owners ...
would certainly bring honor and credit ... to our country." She
ended her speech with the warning "Alas, for the remorse of a
nation or a state, when a Higher Court than earth's says: 'too late,

too late!'"42

In this speech she hit upon the familiar themes of corporate

greed, the waste of "millions of dollars," and the "enormous
drainage taxes" that had been passed by the legislature. She
again tried to connect efforts to protect Florida's birds to her
own attempts to set aside Everglades land for the Seminoles. She
told the Federation, which had worked to establish bird refuges

in Florida, that "the Florida Everglades has been the home of
countless thousands of migrating birds." She argued that "with
40. Vance, May Mann Jennings, 81.
41. May Mann Jennings to Moore-Willson, May 12, 1915, MMWP.
42. Moore-Willson, "The Indian's Rights in the Everglades," MMWP.
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stricter laws and better game wardens, our feathered friends
returning to these waterways, and if reclamation could be stop
at this time, these weird and wonderful swamps and forests c
be made of lasting value for bird protection."43

According to Moore-Willson, the speech "was received

with much applause and a copy of the article requested for t
Federation page," but evidently "some power higher up objec
and it was not permitted to appear." She fired off a letter to

Stranahan, the chairman of the Federation Seminole Indian

Committee, complaining about this treatment and stating that
'"within the inner circles' of our Federation there is marked

opposition to these Indians having Everglade Land." She even told
Stranahan that "it will be necessary to win over to our view-poin
[sic] this opposing official in the Federation; or else we all work t
eliminate this influence by retiring this person to a less influential

position." Moore-Willson did not name Jennings specifically, but
her future actions make it likely that she was indeed referring to
the president of the Federation.44

Throughout the next few years, Minnie Moore-Willson and

her husband James Willson investigated the land holdings o

the Jennings in the hopes of uncovering scandalous information

relating to drainage and land sales in the Everglades. In 1915
Moore-Willson wrote to M.K. Sniffen of the Indian Rights

Association asking for help in determining the Jennings' financia
relationship to the drainage efforts. She wrote that Jennings,
whom she called a "stumbling block" to her efforts to secure land
for the Seminoles, owned "100,000 acres of Everglade land," and

asked Sniffen to find the record of this land purchase and any other
relevant information. She told Sniffen, "I am quite ready to believ

that the Everglade Drainage scheme will have to be investigated

- at least, that it ought to be, - and it may be that Mr. Jennings will

not welcome such a step."45
James Willson also investigated the Jennings' land holdings.
He wrote to P. A. Vans Agnew, another member of the Friends o
the Florida Seminoles, that "it has been claimed that Mr. Jenning

purchased a hundred thousand acres of the Everglade land,
43. Moore-Willson, "The Indian's Rights in the Everglades," MMWP.

44. Moore-Willson to Ivy Stranahan, October 13, 1915, MMWP. Emphasis in

original.
45. Moore-Willson to MKSniffen, December 12, 1915, MMWP.
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about in Townships 55, 56, 57 and 58, probably in Range 31, for
27 cents an acre." Wilson asked if Agnew could find "the date
of this purchase, and from whom. In other words, where could

I find the records for it?" He also wrote to Lucien Spencer, a
Special Commissioner at the United States Indian Service, asking
for information concerning the Jennings' land. Although these
efforts did not result in any evidence of a conspiracy or scandal,
these inquiries illustrate the lengths Moore-Willson was willing to
go to fight against Everglades drainage, and the antagonism that

existed between these two families.46

The Seminole reservation established in 1917 conformed to

Moore-Willson's vision, but this reservation was short-lived and

rarely used by the Seminoles. Although Moore-Willson seemed
to have won this battle, Jennings continued to play a major role
in Everglades preservation long after Moore-Willson's political
career ended. Jennings played a pivotal role in the creation of
Royal Palm State Park in 1916, which would eventually become

a part of Everglades National Park. She was a member of the
Everglades National Park Committee, and as chair of the FFWC's
Conservation Committee from 1917 to 1936, she oversaw dozens of
other campaigns, including the establishment of the State Board
of Forestry. While Moore-Willson's vision for the Everglades may
have facilitated its preservation, Jennings was the more successful

politician, largely because her political methods earned her
friends and goodwill, while Moore-Willson alienated and angered
politicians and other activists.
While Minnie Moore-Willson saw the Everglades as the rightful
home of the Seminoles, John Kunkel Small saw the Everglades
as a biological treasure trove. Small was critical of drainage, but
was mostly concerned with scientific research and rarely ventured
into the realm of politics. He served as a scientific advisor for the
Royal Palm State Park and supported the creation of a national
park in the Everglades, but was primarily a botanist who studied
the flora of the Everglades. Throughout the course of his career
he published over 450 articles and books on Everglades flora and
collected more than 60,000 specimens for the New York Botanical
Gardens collections. Although his own research in the Everglades
was intimately connected with drainage he did not publish his
James Willson to P.A. Vans Agnew, January 13, 1916; and Lucien Spencer
James Willson, January 6, 1916, MMWP.
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thoughts on drainage until 1929 in the book for which he is most
popularly known, From Eden To Sahara,47

Small was also the first curator of the Museums at the New

York Botanical Garden, an institution that Sharon Kingsland
has identified as central to the emergence of ecology as an
independent scientific field in the United States. In The Evolution
of American Ecology (2005), Kingsland argues that the New York
Botanical Garden "was primarily a center of taxonomic work," but
played a large role in the development of American botany and
ecology. Kingsland argues that ecology was largely an outgrowth
of the development of botany in the United States. Botanists and
taxonomists, like Small, sought to identify and classify new plant
species within a taxonomic system. As a result, they increasingly
began to study how these species interacted with their environments

and evolved amidst their surroundings. This focus on a species'
relationship with its environment led to the growth of ecology as
an independent scientific field.48
Small laid the scientific and intellectual groundwork that later
Everglades activists and scientists would build upon. Small was not
an ecologist, but his research created a body of knowledge about
the plant life of the Everglades that later informed ecologists.
Likewise, Small was not an activist, yet his criticisms of drainage
and his scientifically-informed views of the Everglades influenced
later activists who fought for the preservation of the Everglades.
The publication of From Eden to Sahara had a particularly large
impact on many Floridians who were concerned about the fate of
the Everglades in the 1930s.
Small served as an advisor to the Royal Palm State Park and
frequently communicated with many later Everglades advocates
like Ernest Coe. Small preferred a private life however and was
unwilling to take on a broader public role. When Small was listed
as a speaker at the dedication of Royal Palm State Park, he wrote
adamantly to May Mann Jennings that "I did not consent to speak
at the Royal Palm dedication ceremonies. I am willing to work a lot
and write some; but never speak!" Despite his fierce dedication to

47. See John Hendley Barnhart, Bibliography of John Kunkel Small, (New York:
1935); John Kunkel Small, From Eden to Sahara (Lancaster, PA: The Science
Press Printing Company, 1929).
48. Sharon E. Kingsland, The Evolution of American Ecology, 1890-2000 (Baltimore:
John Hopkins University Press, 2005) 18.
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privacy, Small played an important role in the fight for Everglades

National Park. Ernest Coe, the central figure in that fight,
frequently cited Small as an influence on his own perceptions of
the Everglades. After reading From Eden To Sahara, Coe wrote to
Small praising the book, stating that it came "from the pen of one
so well informed and whose opinion carries such weight" that it
should "awaken every loyal reader to action."49

Small's perceptions of the Everglades, and his opposition
to drainage were rooted in his scientific studies of the area. He
neither saw the Everglades as a resource that needed to be exploited
efficiently nor as a refuge for Native Americans, but instead viewed

the region as a unique biological landscape and scientific resource
that needed to be studied, cataloged, and analyzed. He wrote that
the area was a "natural history museum," that should be protected
because of its scientific and educational value. Small's scientific

perspective on the Everglades foreshadowed later ecological
methods of perceiving nature. Although Small did not emphasize

the relationships between organisms and their environment,
his scientific analysis and categorization of the Everglades' flora
provided the data necessary to discuss the Everglades in terms of
its ecology. Unfortunately, drainage was destroying the area's flora,
and the possibilities for further research.50

Although Small was an extremely prolific writer he primarily

published in scientific journals and rarely addressed a broader
audience. From Eden to Sahara was one of his only attempts to
communicate with the general public. This book chronicles one
of Small's many botanical explorations into Florida during the
period between April and May of 1922. Here, he chronicled the
destruction of the Everglades and laid the blame squarely on the
shoulders of humans. He argued that drainage, and the fires that
occurred in the Everglades due to drainage, were turning Florida
from a paradise to a barren desert.
Small concluded his book with a lamentation. He wrote that

Florida was "yesterday a botanical paradise" but that because of
49. John Kunkel Small to May Mann Jennings, October 31, 1916, John Kunkel
Small Papers, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee; Ernest Coe to John Kunkel
Small, November 6, 1929, University of Miami Presidential Archives, Richter
Library Special Collections, University of Miami; also see Linda Vance, "May
Mann Jennings and Royal Palm State Park," The Florida Historical Quarterly, 55,
no. 1 (July, 1976), 1-17.
50. Small, From Eden to Sahara, 114.
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drainage would "tomorrow, [be] the desert!" Small wrote tha

he was "forcibly impressed with the terrible destruction which i
returning Florida to its primitive geological condition, namely,

a barren desert. DRAINAGE and FIRE! The two processes are
tending to eliminate native life from the state."51

Small's solution to this problem was one, that by 1929,
was gaining a great deal of attention in Florida. He wrote tha
"as much as possible of this natural history museum should be
preserved, not only for its beauty, but also for its educational value

... Many localities whose natural features, now destroyed, are not
duplicated elsewhere, could easily have been made state or federal
reservations ... Steps for protection of selected areas should be
taken at once by the state and federal governments. It is not too
late to act." By the time Small's book was published, the Everglade
National Park Association had already been formed, and by 1934
that organization was successful in getting the federal governmen
to authorize the creation of a national park in the Everglades. Thi
park was finally established in 1947 after more than two decades o
work by Floridians concerned about the Everglades.52
Small was not the only member of the scientific community

warning about the destructive effects of drainage. Two othe

important scientists shared their views about drainage, although
they were even less outspoken about the issue than was Smal
Charles Torrey Simpson, a naturalist from South Florida and a
friend of Small's, and Harold H. Bailey, an ornithologist, bot

published books about the Everglades' nature that containe

criticisms of these drainage efforts.

Charles Torrey Simpson's book, In Lower Florida Wilds (1920)

was based on 20 years of his travels and explorations in th
Everglades. Simpson noted that during many of these travels

Small was his "companion and mentor." Although most of the book

focused on the nature of southern Florida, Simpson also note
that these "Florida wilds," were disappearing because of human

activity. He wrote that "there is something very distressing in th
gradual passing of the wilds, the destruction of the forests, (and
the draining of the swamps and lowlands." Simpson lamented tha
"soon this vast, lonely, beautiful waste will be reclaimed and tamed;

51. Small, From Eden to Sahara, 3, 112, 82. Emphasis in the original.
52. Ibid., 114.
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soon it will be furrowed by canals and highways and spanned by

steel rails."53

Harold H. Bailey also wrote on the Everglades' nature and
noted the destructive effects of human activity. Bailey's The Birds

of Florida (1925) is an illustrated guide to 425 birds found in
South Florida. Most of the book is a description of these birds,
their appearance, their mating and reproductive habits, and their
diet, habitat, and migratory patterns. However, Bailey also briefly

mentioned the effects of drainage on specific bird species. In
the book's introduction Bailey described the "destructive factors"
that were leading to the disappearance of these birds. Although
he noted that "a certain amount of drainage of South Florida is
necessary," he also argued that drainage, along with "forest fires

and automobiles, together with good roads, are now, and will
continue to be, the main factors in diminishing ... Florida's wild

life."54

There were some bird species that Bailey saw as particularly
at risk from drainage efforts. The Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow, a
species of sparrow only found in the Everglades, was one of these.
According to Bailey, "great drainage projects are developing at and
around their habitat." Because of this, it was possible that these
birds "will be driven elsewhere, or disappear altogether." Drainage
was also "fast destroying" the natural habitat of the Florida Turkey.

The Anhinga, or Snake Bird was also at risk. Bailey wrote that "the
drainage of many of its best habitat ponds, sloughs, and creeks is
driving it farther into the wilds each year."55
Although Small, Simpson and Bailey were all critical of drainage,

none of the men spoke out publicly or forcefully against drainage.
The statements that Bailey and Simpson made were buried in their
texts and could easily be ignored by unreceptive readers. Although
Small's book focused on the issue more forcefully, it was published
too late to have an effect on the drainage efforts of the Progressive

Era. Additionally, all these scientists saw drainage within its local
context. They saw how drainage destroyed local habitats, but were
not yet aware of the larger effects of drainage. Today, we understand

that drainage and water control in the northern sections of the
53. Charles Torrey Simpson, In Lower Florida Wilds (New York: G P. Putnam Sons,
1920), vi, 140-1.
54. Bailey, The Birds of Florida, vii.
55. Ibid., 105,60, 118.
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Everglades deprive the southern sections of the Glades of the wate
that is so essential to the ecological health of the region as a whole
However, it was not till the 1930s and '40s when scientists like

Garald Parker of the U.S. Geological Survey and Daniel Beard of th
National Park Service began to explore the connections between
drainage and water levels in the undrained southern sections of
the Glades. These views were soon popularized in 1947 by Marjory
Stoneman Douglas. Her classic book not only laid the foundation
for a modern understanding of the Everglades' water flow, but als
provided later Everglades activists with the intellectual basis for the
more recent attempts to restore the wetland and its natural flow of
water.56

These restoration efforts, however, would not take effect

until decades after the publication of Douglas' book. Although
drainage had been declared a failure and was abandoned in 1927,
Floridians continued to believe that human engineering could
control the Everglades' water. After 1927, water control efforts in
Florida continued as state and federal governments instituted flood
and comprehensive water control systems. The idea underlying
drainage, that humans can control and improve the environment,
has never been wholly abandoned in Florida. Water control for
the benefit of agricultural areas and urban populations are still
prioritized over restoration efforts that remain largely stalled and
unfunded.

Despite this overwhelming belief that water could be efficiently

controlled, some individuals did criticize these early drainage
efforts. Frank Stoneman criticized drainage from the very same

progressive conservationist ideology that drainage advocates
used to justify their efforts. Minnie Moore-Willson saw drainage

as a threat to the culture and existence of the Seminole Indians.

John Kunkel Small's scientific perspective of the Everglades
foreshadowed modern environmentalism in some ways, focusing
on the taxonomic classification of the Everglades' flora, and laying
the groundwork for later studies of the Everglades.

Historians usually point to the controversy over the damming
of the Hetch-Hetchy Valley in Yosemite National Park as indicative
of the divisions within the Progressive Era conservation movement.

Those who wanted to dam the river argued that the resources of
Wilhelm, "Prophet of the Glades," 133-137; Davis, An Everglades Providence, 355
359.
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the Valley could be more efficiently used by humans, while those
who opposed the dam argued that the Valley had an aesthetic and
spiritual value that a dam would destroy. Draining the Everglades

was a similar Progressive Era attempt to more efficiently use
resources, however, those opposed to drainage used very different
types of arguments. No one discussed the aesthetic value of the
Everglades or argued that the area should be preserved because
of its inspirational value as a tourist attraction. Even those who

criticized drainage, like Stoneman, Moore-Willson, and Small,
were unwilling to see any aesthetic value in the Everglades. Instead
their arguments derived from diverse sources, including a belief
in pragmatism and the values of efficiency, a desire to protect the
traditional lifestyle of the Seminole Indians, and the belief that
biological and botanical specimens had an inherent right to exist
outside of any human value system.

Environmental politics has too often been subjected to
artificial dichotomies of opposing viewpoints: conservation or
preservation; Progressive Era beliefs or modern environmentalism;
and ecological perspectives or a desire to exploit natural resources.
However, the diversity of views concerning the drainage of the
Everglades illustrates the complexity and nuance inherent in the
multiplicity of ways humans perceive the natural world.
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